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3 Days, 3 Ways:  Fresh Mozzarella 

 
 
 
 
 Mozzarella is a sweet, mild cheese, as sweet as the milk it's made from. Traditionally, that's water buffalo milk from animals brought to 
Italian coastal marshes a millennium ago. Mozzarella is also made from cow's milk. In either case, it is a fresh cheese with a pleasing, 
silky texture. 
 
Our recipes this month are made with fresh, full-fat mozzarella, not the low-fat kind that comes already grated in bags or in small 
blocks. Look for MM's own hand-pulled mozzarella, available only in summertime, or the small molded balls that come brined in a 
plastic tub. Mozzarella is meant to be eaten immediately, so don't let it languish in the fridge. 
 
This month's recipes wed mozzarella to seasonal vegetables. None of these dishes is what you could call a main dish, but in the dog 
days of August, small plates of refreshing vegetables and very light cheese, along with dressed greens, may be all that's needed. Each 
dish feeds two people with some leftovers. (Be sure to bring these back to room temperature before eating for the best flavor.) 
 
 Grilled Caprese Salad 
 Summertime Couscous 
 Grilled Sweet Peppers with Mozzarella 
 
If you're only familiar with mozzarella as a stringy component of takeout pizza, fresh mozzarella in its natural state will be a revelation. 
You've probably had it in a Caprese salad, whose uncooked ingredients accord the cheese the stature of primary ingredient. That's 
how it figures in these recipes, too. (In colder weather, mozzarella can make a lovely topping to, say, potatoes au gratin—if it is used 
with a light hand.)  For our purposes, the cheese is simply cubed or sliced about 1/8” thick.  
 
 
Day 1: Grilled Caprese Salad 
This light summer dish can be prepared from vegetables reduced to intensity on an outdoor or stovetop grill or in the oven. If you use 
the oven to roast the vegetables, set the heat at 325°, lay thickly sliced vegetables in a single layer in a baking dish, and anoint them 
with a bit of extra-virgin olive oil; roast for about an hour. 
 
Ingredients: Extra-virgin olive oil 
  4 good-sized fresh tomatoes 
  4 smallish zucchini 
  Sea salt 
  Generous amount of freshly ground black pepper 
  ½  hand-pulled or 2 brined mozzarella balls  
  Fresh basil leaves 
  Hot red pepper flakes 
 

• If vegetables are to be grilled, bring grill to medium-high heat. Slice thickly (zucchini lengthwise, tomatoes crosswise), brush 
with olive oil, and season with salt and pepper. Grill until vegetables are softened and browned along their edges. 

• If vegetables are to be roasted, set the heat at 325°, lay thickly sliced vegetables in a single layer in a baking dish, and anoint 
them with a bit of extra-virgin olive oil; roast for about an hour. 

• Rip the mozzarella and basil leaves into small pieces and dot with olive oil. 
• Arrange vegetables on plates, tuck mozzarella and basil leaves in among them, and shake a bit of red pepper flakes over each 

plate. 
 
 

Cooking Tip: Summery room-temperature dishes are usually dressed with oil. It doesn't get any better than extra-virgin olive oil, 
but other oils are worth trying too. Walnut and hazelnut are both lovely choices, but their taste is very delicate; they're best joined to 
other gently flavored foods. Because nut oils oxidize very easily, keep them refrigerated. 
  
 
 
 
 
 



Day 2: Summertime  Couscous 
These flavors are most vivid when the dish is served at room temperature but no hotter or colder. You can easily substitute other green 
vegetables for the green beans, but if they contain more water than green beans, pan-fry them first to concentrate their flavor and 
eliminate some of their water. 
 
Ingredients: ½ lb. Israeli couscous or other dry pasta  
  1 Tbs. extra-virgin olive oil 
  1–2 rounds of Mississippi Market Made pancetta 
  ½ Tbs. extra-virgin olive oil 
  ¼ lb. green beans 
  Sea salt 
  Freshly ground black pepper 
  ¼ c. niçoise or oil-cured olives 
  1 small garlic clove or shallot 
  ½ hand-pulled MM mozzarella or 2 brined mozzarella balls 
  Juice of half a lemon 
  ¼ c. parsley, basil, or cilantro leaves 
 

• Bring 4 qts. of cold water to a vigorous boil; add 2 Tbs. sea salt. When water returns to boil, boil pasta, uncovered, until done to 
your taste. Drain and set aside. 

• Heat a small, heavy skillet on medium-high; when heated, add olive oil. When it shimmers, add pancetta, chopped into small 
pieces. Fry until semi-crispy. Pour pancetta and its fat over the pasta. 

• Tip each bean and cut it crosswise in half on a steep diagonal.  
• Reheat skillet on medium; when heated, add ½ Tbs. olive oil, wait till it shimmers, and then add green beans. Turn beans to 

coat them in oil; cook until their texture suits you. Salt lightly, add a bit of freshly ground pepper, and add to bowl of pasta. 
• Halve olives; mince garlic or shallot; pull apart or cube mozzarella; add all to the bowl. 
• Just before serving, squeeze the juice of half a small lemon over the pasta and sprinkle with your choice of herbs. Use your 

clean hands to gently mix all of the ingredients in the bowl.  
 
 
Day 3: Grilled Sweet Peppers with Mozzarella 
This may be the most colorful dish you make all summer! Now that sweet peppers in red, yellow, chocolate, orange, and green are 
available locally, take advantage of these beauties to make a small dish that complements everything else you cook. 
 
Ingredients: 4 heavy sweet peppers in a variety of colors 
  Sea salt 
  Freshly ground black pepper 
  2–3 fresh chive leaves 
  1–3 tsp. capers, drained 
  ½ hand-pulled MM mozzarella or 2 brined mozzarella balls 
  1 tsp. red wine vinegar 
  1 Tbs. extra-virgin olive oil 
  ½ tsp. Dijon mustard (optional) 
  Fresh thyme leaves 
 

• Grill whole sweet peppers on outdoor or stovetop grill or griddle until skins are charred and blistered. Set aside in a bowl so 
skins soften and are easy to peel off. 

• Peel peppers; cut in half lengthwise, remove seeds and pith; slice lengthwise into strips about 3/4” wide. Season with salt and 
pepper and put in salad bowl. 

• Mince chives; drain and slightly press capers; add to salad bowl. 
• Tear mozzarella into small pieces or cube it; add to salad bowl. 
• Make a simple vinaigrette with vinegar, olive oil, and mustard (optional); when it has thickened, add to salad bowl. 
• Strip thyme leaves from 2–3 stems of thyme; press lightly with side of a knife to bruise leaves slightly. Add them to salad bowl, 

then use clean hands to gently mix all of the ingredients thoroughly. 
 


